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Note If you're working with a lot of large files, you may want to save time by opening files in Photoshop while you have them
open in another program. After choosing the file, the Photoshop window opens, as shown in Figure 6-2. Now, you're ready to

begin working. 3. **Add the word "Photoshop" in the upper-left corner**. Your text will look odd at this point. Don't worry; it
will eventually be the correct size and color. When you're finished, you should have a little block of text that looks like Figure

6-3. Now, the proportions of your document are all messed up, so let's fix that.
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To create a JPEG, PDF, or TIFF image file, you can use Adobe Photoshop and most other editing software. But it’s simpler to
use Adobe Photoshop Elements for a variety of reasons. The most significant is that Photoshop Elements has a simpler UI. It

does many of the tasks that you would usually need a professional tool to do. This includes: Adjust color Create custom shapes,
logos, and text Adjust the image’s color palette Rasterize any vector shapes Create filters Modify the levels Apply effects Create

and edit albums Create and edit layers Create and edit PDF documents Adjust the image’s text or merge layers Paint in
watercolor or pencil Combine images Create panoramas Duplicate an image Create custom wallpapers So if you want to convert
a digital photo into a print for your family or friends, for example, Photoshop Elements will do most of the hard work for you.
You can do it yourself with Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, but you won’t have the artistic vision or experience needed to

make a pixel-perfect print. With the simple interface and multitude of built-in effects, photos are transformed into wallpapers,
scrapbook pages, calendars, and more. Unlike Photoshop, Photoshop Elements exports JPEG, PSD, PNG, and TIFF images
directly. You can create JPEG, PSD, and TIFF files with the built-in Photo Editor. And for the most part, you can adjust the
contrast, saturation, and hue. You can also improve the exposure, sharpness, add a color cast, and apply image filters. This

article will show you how to: Use Image Adjustments To begin, open the image file using the Window menu. On the top menu
bar, click the Adjustments icon or press the Ctrl/⌘+G keys on your keyboard to open the adjustments panel. The image

adjustments panel is divided into three tabs: History, Effects, and Basic. You can also access these tabs via the arrow icons on
the bottom or the menu bar. The Image Adjustments tools are located in the Basic tab. They are: The Clone Stamp tool will

remove objects, such as hairs or clovers, from the image. The Dodge and Burn tools will lighten and darken the image
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The Gradient tool makes it easy to change the color of any area in an image. Typography refers to the art and study of
typography. The Eraser tool is used to remove unwanted portions of an image without altering the surrounding pixels. There are
two basic types of lines in Photoshop: vector and pixel lines. The Pencil tool allows you to draw vectors on top of an image. The
Gradient tool makes it easy to change the color of any area in an image. The Pencil tool allows you to draw vectors on top of an
image. Contents: Histogram The Histogram tab lets you modify exposure settings, such as exposure range and gain, and
determine overall image exposure. You can also use the Histogram tab to fine-tune the brightness and contrast of an image. The
Histogram, the information section at the top of the panel, is a numerical display that shows you the brightness and contrast (or
tint and shade) of your image. In figure 3, you can see this information in the leftmost column. As you increase the amount of
brightness in an image, the histogram displays a bright white spike, while a dark spike indicates a darker image. If you decrease
the brightness, a dark spike results. Figure 3: The histogram in the Layers panel. On the right side of the histogram, you can use
the histogram arrows to fine-tune brightness and contrast. These tools are called the Blur, Brightness, Contrast, Exposure, and
Gamma controls (Figure 4). You can use them to correct various image problems, including brightness, contrast, and saturation.
Each of the histogram arrows is described later in this article. The Histogram is a very useful tool in Photoshop, especially for
correcting and improving your images. Figure 4: The histogram display. The histogram is divided into five sections: Brightness,
Contrast, Exposure, Tint, and Shade. Brightness: This section identifies the brightness of your image. You can fine-tune the
brightness by using the Blur control. A white area on the histogram indicates a bright image. Contrast: You can use the
Brightness, Gamma, and Invert controls in the Contrast section to brighten, darken, or remove contrast from your image.
Exposure: Use the Exposure control to fine-tune overall exposure in your image. You can
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Microsoft® Windows® 7 64-bit or later; Intel® Core™ i5-2500k or equivalent; 4GB RAM; 2GB Graphics memory; 1024 x
768 display resolution; 10.1.1 or higher version of Silverlight; 20 GB hard disk space available; LAN port required; Bluetooth®
II device required (mac OS® 10.6.7 or later). For more information about DirectX or Silverlight, visit
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